Introduction
In order to describe sharply 2-transitive groups, H. Karzel introduced in [4] the notion of a neardomain (F, &, :) (cf. [16] ). The crucial difficulty of a neardomain is the additive structure (F, &), which need not be associative and no example of a proper neardomain is known (cf. [6, 16] 
At first it was discovered by G. Kist that there is a connection between K-loops and Bruck loops [8, p. 27] . G. Kist remarks, that already from results of G. Glauberman [3] one can deduce that every finite Bruck loop of odd order is a K-loop. As a generalization it is proved in [9, theorem 1] that every Bruck loop with no element of order 2 is a K-loop.
In this note we prove that K-loops and Bruck loops are the same. For that mainly we have to show that the left inner mappings of a (left) Bruck loop are automorphisms of the loop, denoted as axiom (I). (In general the right inner mappings of a left Bruck loop are not automorphisms, hence Bruck loops are clearly not A-loops in the sense of Bruck and Paige [2] , but left A-loops by definition 1n1n4 of Nagy and Strambach [11] , and in particular homogenous loops.) In Sections 1 and 2, we give the definitions and some easy results, partly known, which we need in Section 3. The main results are Theorems 3n1 and 3n3.
A K
In this paper, unlike other papers on K-loops [5, 9, 10] we use ' : ' instead of ' j ' for the binary operation, as is customary for loops.
Left inner mappings
Let (K, :) be a loop with the identity element 1, and for 
We call the permutations of A U oα ? M λ : 1α l 1q the left inner mappings of (K, :).
In papers on K-loops the notation δ b,a is used instead of L(a, b) due to the origin of K-loops as the additive structure of neardomains. In this paper we prefer to write L(a, b) rather than δ b,a to match up papers on Bol and Bruck loops. Let Ah U fL(x, y): x, y ? Kg be the subgroup of M λ which is generated by all permutations L(x, y). By [7, proposition 1] we get (cf. also [1, IV, lemma 1n2] and [12, In5n2] 
Clearly definition (2n3) implies for a, b, x ? K :
L 2n3. In a loop (K, :) the following are equivalent :
We recall that the left inverse property implies a λ l a ρ l a −" .
A In the following we omit the word ' left ' and refer by the phrase Bol (Bruck, K-) loop always to left Bol (Bruck, K-) loops. 
Proof. By (2n4) a(b:ac) l a(ba:cL(a, b)) l (a:ba) cL(a, b) L(ba, a), hence a(b:ac) l (a:ba) c for every c ? K, if and only if L(a, b) L(ba, a) l id. Since a(b:ac) l cL(a) L(b)(La) and (a:ba) c l cL(a:ba), (B) is equivalent to
L(a) L(b) L(a) l L(a:ba) ? K for every a, b ? K. Since 1L(a) L(b) L(a) l a:ba, L(a) L(b) L(a) ? K implies L(a) L(b) L(a) l L(a:ba).
By [9, (1n2)], [10, (2n12)] : L 2n6. Every K-loop satisfies the Bol identity and is a Bruck loop.

Left inner automorphisms
Now we describe properties of the loop (K, :) in the left multiplication group M λ l KA.
T 3n1. An inner mapping α ?
A is an automorphism of (K, :) if and only if α −" Kα 9 K.
Proof. Let x, y ? K and α ? A. Then (xy) α l xα:yα is equivalent to xy l (xα:yα) α −" , hence 
where N µ denotes the middle nucleus. By Theorem 3n1, L(b, a) 
For z ? K, the Bol identity implies
and by (2n2) it follows that (3n3) is valid if and only if :
With (B) and Lemma 2n4, (a:b#a): # be the vector space over # with dimension 2 n k1. We write the vectors of a basis B in the following way :
Let O be the zero vector. We define by b:O l O:b for every b ? B and Now we define on K U RiR the following operation : 
and 
